Library Lab Project “Do We Own This” Progress Report:

Currently:

We are successfully using the LTS Presto API to make queries to hollis and display availability information. We have not been able to investigate Borrow Direct queries yet. We are however using a platform-independent tool chain of sencha touch and phone gap for a prototype ios build of our app.

Next Steps:

The project has progressed more slowly than expected. When Chip agreed to work on this project with the team, he did not know that he would be committed to another Library Lab this round. Nevertheless, we have made significant progress recently and I am optimistic for us to produce a working prototype by the October deadline.
Library Lab Project “Do We Own This” Financial Report:

Of the $9,500 that was allotted to the project, $5040 has been spent for Chip’s development time. As there is only a month and a half remaining, I am certain that the remaining balance will suffice to complete the project.

Of the $500 that was set aside into the Shared Services account, none of that amount has been spent so far. The group has discussed using the money to purchase display material and other accessories for the final presentation of the project. We expect to only spend $200-$300.